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Network Rail –approved trackside, platform and operational
service enclosures
At this year’s Railtex exhibition Cannon Technologies will be exhibiting
a range of Network Rail-approved enclosures for both indoor and
outdoor that are used extensively within the operation of Network
Rails operation including Communications, UPS/battery backup, Level
Crossing, Security and PA/Info systems.
Features include up to IP65 sealing, corrosion resistance, single and
double wall construction with or without insulation, thermal
management, anti-vandalism and graffiti protection. Examples include
front and rear access doors along with optional equipment and
accessories including thermal solutions, 19” mounting, panel mounting,
shelves, remote monitoring and krone connector frame/fibre
connection.
In addition Cannon will be demonstrating a range of 19” cabinets
suitable for protecting communications, data infrastructure, security,
PA and signalling applications.
Also featured will be examples of Polyrack GmbH electronic packaging
solutions for the Rail industry including subracks, bespoke plastics
solutions for signalling, monitoring, ticketing and train-borne
equipment.
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Note to Editor
ABOUT CANNON TECHNOLOGIES
With a 36-year pedigree, Cannon Technologies provides Electronic Packaging and Data Centre Solutions around the
globe – from components, subracks, case, backplanes, chassis and embedded systems to fully integrated cabinet
systems. Including turnkey data-centre projects up to TIA 942 Tier 4 to suites of intelligent, environmentally
managed infrastructure racks, including cold-aisle cocooning, per-rack access control, video surveillance,
intelligent power distribution and UPSs. At a top turnkey level Cannon designs, supplies, integrates and
commissions the communications architecture for transportation, military and commercial applications for
mission-critical projects. To support Cannons’ global customer base the company has subsidiaries in five countries
on three continents. To ensure their integrated solutions are optimised to their customer’s needs, Cannon partners
with leading electronic packaging and embedded systems manufactures in the industry. Cannon also provides
enclosure solutions to electronics companies, from cases to vertical cabinets, as well as precision components
such as castings, injections mouldings and front panels. The company has a broad base of proven standard
products that can be tailored to individual applications, from initial concept to volume production. Cannon’s
reliable solutions, flexibility, and design expertise are key reasons why leading electronics companies choose
Cannon’s Electronic packaging time and again.
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